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Guest Readings, Workshop, Pannel, Breakfast
Featured At Literary Festival Next Week
Teacher Fired
For Breast Feeding
(CPS) — A woman faculty
member at a small California
college has been suspended for
breast feeding her baby on
campus.
The furor started last year
when Rosanne Holiday began
bringing her two-month-old
daughter to campus while she
taught classes at Southwestern
College in Chula Vista. She
employed students to babysit
while she was actually teaching,
and between classes she nursed
the child in a women's faculty
lounge.
Officials objected on the
grounds that the college was
liable for any accidents that
might happen to or be caused by
the child while on campus. So
Mrs. Holiday took out insurance
to eliminate the college's
liability, and meanwhile openly
told her classes that breast
feeding was a beautiful experience.
The Board of Trustees then
acted to prevent a "decline in
school efficiency because
secretaries, clerks, and cleaning
women might desert their duties
to breast feed their children" if
the Holiday precedent was
permitted. It passed a regulation
banning the presence of faculty
children on campus during class
hours.
Mrs. Holiday was not about to
give in, but was forced to nurse
her child in the rest room of a
nearby filling station. She was
caught anyway and suspended
for violating the new rule.
"I thought it was preposterous
for me to have to run to a service
station to see my child when
there were so many unsupervised
children of students on campus,"
Holiday said.

Male Students
Pledge Sorority
(CPS) - Turned off by hazing
and the social inanities of their
college's fraternities, ten male
students at Olivet College in
Olivet, MI did something about it-they pledged a sorority.
The ten men are pledging
Alpha Lambda Epsilon, a
literary and service-oriented
sorority on the Olivet campus.
According to pledge Tom Mayo,
he and the others were attracted
to the sorority because it might
not be able to keep up the
payments on its house, since
seven of the twelve active
members graduate in May, and
because it was oriented to service
rather than social activites. None
of them joined as a joke, Mayo
said.
Even when they are members,
(Continued on Page 7)

Longwood College's fourth
annual Festival of the Literary
Arts will take place next
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday. Sponsored by the
Gyre, this year's event will
feature
novelist-poet George
Garrett,
poet-editor Dabney
Stuart, poet-editor Tom O'Grady
and poet Dev Hathaway. Also
participating will be English
Department members Dr. Jerry
Brown, Mr. Otis Douglas and Dr.
Quentin Vest.
George Garrett was born in
Orlando, Florida in 1929. He was
educated at Princeton University
where he received both the B.A.
and M.A. Mr. Garrett has taught
at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Connecticut, the
University of Virginia, Hollins
College and Princeton. He is now
a professor at the University of
South Carolina.
Mr. Garrett has served in the
capacity of United States poetry
editor for Transatlantic Review,
as coeditor of the Hollins Critic,
and as contributing editor of
Contempora
and The Film
Journal.
The Sewanee Review
Fellowship in Poetry, the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters Prix de Rome, a Ford
grant in drama, and a National
Endowment for the Arts are
among the awards that Mr.
Garrett has received.
Mr. Garrett has published four
novels, the most recent being,
Death Of The Fox, as well as four
collections of short stories
and four volumes of verse. In
addition, he has written a
children's play and three
screen plays. One of these,
"Frankenstein Meets the Space
Monster," will be shown on
campus during the Literary
Festival.
Of George Garrett, R.H.W.
Dillard says, "(he) is one of the
most interesting writers of his
generation for he has continued
to grow and change in his work
while many of his contemporaries have faltered or
simply repeated themselves book
after book. His importance

becomes clearer year by year for
his fiction has maintained its
freshness and its vitality even as
it has developed and matured."
The above information was
obtained from Contemporary
Novelists. (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1972, pp. 457460).
Mr. Garrett's activities next
week will include a reading of his
own fiction and participation in
the Writing Workshop, and in the
Panel Discussion.
A native Virginian, Dabney
Stuart was born in Richmond in
1937. He received the A. B. from
Davidson College and the M. A.
from Harvard. He has taught at
William and Mary and is now at
Washington and Lee in
Lexington. Mr. Stuart is
currently the poetry editor of
Shenandoah.
Among the awards he has
received are the Howard Wilett
Research Prize for Poetry, the
Harvard Summer Poetry Prize,
and the Dylan Thomas Prize
from the Poetry Society of
America.
Dabney Stuart has published
two collections of verse: The
Diving Bell and A Particular
Place. He has been anthologized
in Poetry And Power and in
Southern Writing Of The Sixties,
and has published several critical
essays.
Of himself Mr. Stuart writes,
"I feel that I have done as much
as I am capable of doing in the
traditional verse forms of lyric
poetry and that now the essential
task is to find, or more properly
invent, forms of my own. Which
is to say that in terms of my life
as a poet, I am just the other side
of apprenticeship."
The preceding information was
taken from Contemporary Poets
Of The English Language. (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1970,
PP.)
Mr. Stuart will give a reading
of his works on the final night of
the Festival.
Tom O'Grady is from
Baltimore. He was educated at
the University of Baltimore,
Johns Hopkins University, and

DABNEY STUAKT
the University of Dele ware. He is at his eighteenth century estate,
currently President Poet for the Rose Bower, where he lives with
Virginia Poets-in-the-Schools his wife.
Dev Hathaway is a native
Program and is teaching at
Hampden Sydney and Southside Virginian. He attended Hampden
Community
College.
Mr. Sydney and later the University
O'Grady has received numerous of Virginia, but abandoned his
literary awards including the pursuit of advanced degrees to
Homeland Award for Poetry in devote his time to poetry. He and
his wife have recently bought
1966.
Mr. O'Grady is coeditor of the Olive Mills in Banco, Virginia,
Hampden Sydney
Poetry where they currently reside and
Review, a nationally recognized which they are restoring into a
magazine. His most significant working farm.
Dr. Quentin Vest calls Mr.
publication is Unicorn Evils
(1974) of which one critic wrote, Hathaway "one of the most gifted
"These poems are about the and prolific young poets in
expirations of the beast within us, America." He "writes poems
and they are about the creative filled with his love of the earth
and the things that grow in it. One
act itself."
In addition to his functions in of his major themes is the quest
the literary world, Mr. O'Grady for self-sufficiency and simplicity
has recently become a and the effort to rediscover
vinegrower, planting a vineyard
(Continued on Page 8)

LC Board Of Visitors Compared To Those
Of Other State- Supported Colleges
The February 12 edition of The
Rotunda carried a front page
article on the Board of Visitors
meeting held the week before.
What the article actually
amounted to was a summary of
the Board's membership, how the
members are chosen, and what
they do as members of the Board
of Visitors for Longwood College.
One question answered by that
article was 'How are the Board
members chosen?' The question

was answered for the students by
Mr. T.C. Dalton who explained
that it is basically the Governor's
decision, and that the Board
members must be approved by
the state General Assembly. It
was also noted that the Alumnae
Association may submit names to
the Governor.
The Board of Visitors for
longwood is appointed by the
Governor because longwood is a
state-supported institution. One

would imagine that the other
state-supported institutions in
Virginia would have their Board
of Visitors appointed by the
Governor also. However, when
the Board of Visitors for
I/)ngwood is compared wfth that
Board at other colleges' supported
by the state of Virginia, differences are uncovered.
The I/mgwood College Board of
Visitors consists of eleven
members (according to most

recent information available to
students); there are five women
and six men. For all intents and
purposes, it may be said that the
Board is half male, but longwood
is not a coed college! The
students are compensated for
this in the long run, though — all
five women are Longwood
graduates, although only two
went on to enter the field of
education. It could be assumed
(Continued on Page 5)
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Teacher Evaluation
Forms Are Questiond
With such controversial topics as tenure and the
rumors of professors being fired, weaving their way
through the thirsty LC. grapevine, a student often
wonders what, if any voice does she have in such
matters. The answer that she will often receive is that
student input concerning teachers is received in the
form of teacher evaluation forms. Yet, how effective a
voice are these sheets of paper?
Teacher evaluation forms were instituted for the
purpose of enabling a teacher to see how effective his
teaching methods are from the eyes of his students.
This is a noble purpose, yet a dilemma is still present.
If a student is lucky enough to have a professor who
cares enough about his teaching ability to value his
students' opinions and uses these evaluations, the
common reaction of a student when filling one of these
out is a feeling of frustration. This frustration is
exhibited when a student attempts to rate her
professor by checking the appropriate boxes, whether
they vary from superior to very poor in rating. A
common description of these evaluation forms is that
they arc "impersonal." Another problem exists in the
fact that many professors do not utilize this means of
student input.
Obviously, this method of evaluating professors is
lacking something. The Science Department has accepted a policy of calling students in and asking their
candid opinions on professors and courses. When one
compares this method with that of utilizing an impersonal evaluation form; it is not difficult to see
which is superior. Another question must be raised
when this is considered: why don't other departments
also follow this procedure?
Students are not ignorant of the atmosphere of
tension which is apparently hanging over many of the
professors now, an atmosphere which consists of many
emotions which all revolve around the question of job
security. Whether a professor is waiting to hear if he
will receive tenure, or if he will be hired again next
year, the problem is basically the same, one of waiting.
Many students are resentful of the fact that there
seems no apparent means of aiding teachers in this
situation, with the exclusion of the Science Department, except through the evaluation forms. This
situation seems very ironic to the students when they
consider the fact that they, as students, are the best
instrument to evaluate a person's teaching abilities.
Added to this is the fact that students are constantly
told that their voice does matter and does carry
weight. Yet, in situations like these, the validity of that
statement is questionable. Possibly the fact that some
students are willing to come to the aid of a professor is
hard for some people to believe.
The problem is simple enough to state; that
students feel they should have more of a voice in affairs which do affect them. The answer is harder to
find, but possibly other departments may wish to
explore the possibilities of instituting a policy comparable to that of the Science Department's. Students
feel they should be heard and for those people who
disagree with this, possibly the following verse may
lend insight into the situation:
"What we must do first of all is listen.
Young people are trying to tell us something.
They are probably right in much of what they say,
However wrong in their prescriptions for righting
matters.
Then we must respond."
Daniel P. Moynikan
BR

a bit illogical when a their job. It seems to be quite
Toilet Paper Sign Out seems
majority, or at least a substantial illogical to me that a conflict
Dear Editor:
Concerning the toilet paper
situation in the freshman dorms,
it has come to our attention that
because of a few immature,
inconsiderate and selfish girls,
we are being denied the right of
free access to a vitally needed
product - TOILET PAPER.
Come now girls, this is
ridiculous!! When a suite runs
out of toilet paper at 11:00 p.m.
and are told that they can only
"sign out" toilet paper between
the hours of 5 to 6 p.m. daily then
something definitely has to be
done.
This policy would not have been
adopted if it weren't for the
stealing of toilet paper in the
freshman dorms. This writer
hopes that those girls involved in
this incident will face a similar
situation and become stranded
late one night.
Desperate and Stranded,
Cathy Carpenter
Sherrie Barnard
Debbie Mero
Lois McFadden

number, of your readers at
Longwood College are students
ranging from age 17 to 20 years.
We have seen constant reminders of the alcohol regulations in
the residence halls, yet you have
been negligent of this younger
group who is not authorized to
even purchase such ingredients.
I am not asking that you
discontinue these recipes, but a
variety of recipes which cater to
many different individuals would
be appreciated. How about
"quick refreshments" or "dinners to serve your suite" for
some alternatives for your
current "space fillers?" Besides,
who drinks on a empty stomach?
Thank You,
Janet Clarke
A Young and Restless? One
P. S. I thought the "Longwood
Losers" column was much
better.

Double Standard

Dear Editor:
I am extremely concerned by
the double standard prevalent on
this campus. It seems that
Why Drink Recipes? student leaders (a term used to
describe anyone interested in
Dear Editor:
student government, whether she
I have noticed that your "space be an officer, a committee
fillers" have been rather one member, or a floor president) are
sidely featuring mixed alcoholic hassled because, of all things,
drink recipes. This consistency they are responsible enough to do

does exist. Why must one have
the personal frustration of
choosing between the "right
thing to do" and "friendship"? If
one were a true friend, would she
put a board member to the test
ask her to opt for a friendship
and to disregard the Honor Code
and her moral obligations? I am
sad to report that too often I have
heard, "She was wrong, sure, but
I would never tell." Can not the
boards, who are elected and
selected by the students, be
trusted to decide?
Everytime I stop food from
going out of the dining hall, ask
someone to stop throwing ice, or
tell someone to quiet down during
quiet hour. I get a look of "Who
does she think she is?" The answer to this question is "a concerned student interested in
protecting the welfare of the
student body." There is not a
board on this campus that is "out
to get" or harm anyone. Our
concern is to help and protect the
majority. However, this is not an
easy task when we have a lack of
cooperation. It is the duty of
everyone to enforce our
regulations, not a select few.
Then, if you have valid
criticisms, see a board member
for we are the Students' Voice. By
helping us we can better help you.
Sincerely,
Doris Boitnott

Commentary

Is The Current Student
Handbook Of Any Real Value ?
By LAURIE MCCOULLOUGH
According to Bettie Bass,
editor of this year's Longwood
College Handbook, the prupose of
the handbook is to 'help' incoming students learn about the
rules and regulations, different
aspects, and traditions of
Longwood.
Comparing the college handbooks of the last seven years, one

finds that it has changed very definitely time that the adlittle, not only in format, but in ministrators, head colleague,
specific wording of the welcome head student assistant, and all
messages. If we are to assume the rest updated their messages
that the handbook reflects to the freshman class.'
Most of the students I talked to
Longwood's attitudes and spirit,
then are we also to assume that said that the only time they ever
these have not changed in a used their handbook was to look
decade? Commenting on this up phone numbers. Cheryl
aspect of the handbook, Ruth Jenkins stated, 'I've gotten a lot
Dobyns said, 'I think it's of use out of the phone section. I
don't think many people pay
much attention to it, except to
look at it when they first get here
so they can pass the orientation
quiz.'
Many students feel that the
handbook needs a complete
V change in format to make it more
interesting to read and less
bogged down by lists, constitutions, procedures, etc.
It is undoubtedly necessary to
make things such as the student
goverment constitution, judicial
EDITOR
CIRCULATION
and residence board procedures,
Beth Rafferty
Rhonda Stockton
statement of rights and
Becky Rigsby
MANAGING EDITOR
responsibilities, and assembly
regulations available in printed
Anita Rivard
TYPISTS
form to all students. However,
BUSINESS MANAGER
Rose Hooper
many people seem to be
Cathy Morriss
Sue Rible
questioning whether or not this
Sally Graham
ADVERTISING
should be thrown together with
welcoming statements, college
Beryl Dixon
customs, the campus map, and
Anita Rivard
PHOTOGRAPHERS
lists of phone numbers. We seem
PROOFREADER
Beth Hatch
to be trying to make the handWendy Deyerle
book accomplish two distinct
Sue Bekius
purposes at one time-to welcome
REPORTERS
(Continued on Page 3)
Judy Amos , Bettie Bass, Karen Foster, Ellen
You, And You, And You
Cassada, Anita Rivard, Janet Lindner, Janet Coleman,
It will take YOU, and YOU,
Penny Robinson, Marilyn Kibler, Maureen Henley
and YOU to help put an end to
Carol Kraft, Clare Baxter, Jo Leili, Melissa Johnston,
cancer. To protect yourself and
your loved ones, the American
Cancer Society urges an anOpinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and
nual health checkup and your
its columnists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
generous support for its Cancer
student body or the administration.
Crusade.
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Public Relations Personnel Saluted
For Working "Behind The Scenes"
By ELLEN CASSADA
Where do you go when you need
some information that nobody
seems to know anything about?
The Public Relations office on
second floor Rotunda, that's
where. No matter whether you
need to see old yearbooks,
handbooks, catalogues, telephone
directories, or files, the PR gang
is willing to literally drop
everything and help.
Director of the happy group is
Mr. Joe Mitchell, who has worked
in this capacity for three years.
Other members include Mrs.
Patricia Motley, who supervises
the mail room which handles all
bulk mailings for Longwood. She
prepares the type-setting for
nearly everything printed on
campus, which includes the
catalogues, brochures, and
handbooks. She has been at
Longwood for nine years and in
Public Relations for four.
Mrs. Lena Dowdy is a
secretary in charge of the daily
bulletin, weekly calendar, Mr.
Mitchell's correspondence, and
special events. One of her recent
jobs has been to take care of the
reservations and money for the
dinner theater groups.
Editorial assistant Mrs. Betty
Bryant has six years' experience
and is in charge of general news
releases, features, and the
alumnae newspaper, the Column,
published three times a year, and
the alumnae magazine published
once a year. She also prepares
many of the programs.
Last but by no means least is
secretary
Mrs.
Barbara
Stonikinis. A five-year veteran,
she is the college photographer,
and is in charge of the records on
all students for publicity purposes. She also prepares home
town news releases of dean's list
students, honors, and student
teachers, and is in charge of
student assistants.
"None of our days are typical,"
Barbara stated. Among their
many duties, Public Relations
mails Rotunda to the Board of
Visitors,
Alumnae Board
members, and student teachers.
Postcards and brochures given to
visitors are photographed,
prepared, printed, and handled
by Public Relations. They also
take the pictures of the Miss
I-ongwood Pageant contestants.
Mr. Mitchell explained,
"Public Relations is mainly
involved in three things: a
program of external communication, a program of internal communication, and fundraising and alumnae affairs. This
office is part of the overall
college relations program. As far
as external and internal communications, we are involved
with a number of publics of
groups, ranging from alumnae to
the community to the state to
beyond. Communication is
through various media-news
releases, magazines, etc. Various
businesses in town are sent
calendars and schedules of
events, and notices of problems
such as bad checks. We try to
keep them well-informed about
the college. Several weeks before
the opening of school, we send
them notice that we are expecting freshmen to arrive on a
certain date.
One of their most recent
responsibilities has dealt with the
Longwood Players Dinner
Theater program. "We identified
groups of people in the region
that we felt would be interested in
a dinner theater program. Then
we contacted them, gave them
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CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL
Put 1 Lump Sugar In Champagne Glass

advance notice, and asked if they
were interested in attending. One
thousand people were notified —
business leaders, alumnae, and
organization members, and we
followed that with a statewide
news release to radio,
newspapers, and magazines. In
conjunction with this, we worked
with the Longwood Players in
writing to high schools telling
about the drama department, to
see if any group of students would
be interested in seeing a first rate
drama production put on totally
by students.
Public Relations wants to involve people in the region in our
cultural activities here. This
weekend just happened to be a
drama emphasis, but our work
includes the listing of lectures,
art exhibits, and concerts. We
want people on our campus, and
we want the region to look to us as
a center for the arts.
Internally, we have lined up
reserve tables, prepared tickets,
mailed information about
parking, and the general lay-out
of the campus, and have talked
with Slater about the food. The
dinner theater has been a community of effort with the
Longwood Players, Dr. Lockwood, the music and home ec
departments, the community,
Public Relations, and others. "I'll
be there to be sure it runs
smoothly."
One branch of Public Relations
is the Duplicating Services
Department. Mr. Houston
Hatcher is supervisor of the
printing department, and Mr.
Paul Stanley is the printer. Mrs.
Nancy Bailey is secretary.
According to Mr. Hatcher, "We
do the straight copy and printing
for at least 90 per cent of
Longwood*s printing. There are
all types of machines, and we do
as much as we can to save having
to send material to other companies." The Duplicating
Department handles the daily
bulletin, which has only been in
existence since the summer of
1971. It was the idea of Mr. T.C.
Dalton, to end the numerous
announcements made during
meals. They also print programs,

Commentary
(Continued from page 2)
new students and acquaint them
with Longwood, and to provide all
students with something to which
they can refer when they have
technical or specific questions.
When asked her opinion on the
handbook, Doris Boitnott stated,
"There is definite room for improvement. It should be more
interesting. It lacks the personal
touch. It's a good reference, but
that's all.*
When asked how she felt about
the effectiveness of the handbook, Beryl Dixon explained, i
feel that after orientation,
students don't even use the
handbook. It should be updated so
that students will want to read it.'
One student, while browsing
through the handbook, stopped
when she came to the list headed
Whom Should I See?' This list
gives the names of people to
contact if you have a particular
problem or question. Her comment was, 'I wonder why this
does not include any student
leaders.'
Some of the students I talked to
also felt that the handbook is too
formal and impersonal. Cheri
Atkinson said, 'The handbook is
too rigid. It could be more per-

Add Dash Aromatic Bitters,
1 Cube Ice
Fill Glass With Well Chilled Cham pagne
Top With Twist Of Lemon Peel.

Social Work Department
Forms Netv Committees

the Gyre, and the summer
handbook, as well as tickets and
materials for the Miss Longwood
Pageant, Oktoberfest, May Day,
and Chi.
Members of the P.R. gang have
been called jacks-of-all-trades
and chief errand runners for
Ixmgwood. One student assistant
has said that "They are into
everything, including trouble."
The gang members have even
been known to describe themselves as brilliant, magnificent,
voluptuous, charming, and above
all, modest, and anyone who has
ever spent any time with them
agrees. There is something very
distinctive about their work, but
it isn't always late as the poster
in the office states. All the little
things that no one thinks of unless
they aren't done come under
Public Relations. Information is
given to members of the community as well as the college who
want to know something and
don't know who to call. "Our
primary concern," concluded
Mr. Mitchell," is communication
with all factors that either serve
the college or are served by it:
from parents, to students, to
faculty, to retired faculty, to
alumnae, to friends, to the
region, to the state, and so on."
We salute you, P.R., and we
couldn't do much without you!
sonalized; have some more
warmth.'
There are probably several
alternatives to the present format of the handbook, but there is
one that I think would be extremely effective on this campus.
Let's publish a small pamphlet
including things like structure of
the student goverment, student
government constitution, library
and laundry
regulations,
Longwood publication code,
policy on campus advertising,
and all the other things that
people refer to only seldom. Then
all the other things like phone
numbers, who's who on campus,
purposes of the various administrative offices, map of the
campus, how to get involved in a
campus activity, calendar for the
year, etc. could be presented in a
colorful, entertaining and interesting way, possibly in
newspaper form. Why not give
students something they want to
keep? Encourage them to cut it
up, keeping the parts that interest them and throwing the rest
away.
The present handbook has the
potential for being a very
valuable resource, but as it
stands now, in the words of Clare
Baxter, 'I could take it or leave
it."

By MAUREEN HANLEY
The social work department
has recently formulated several
new committees, with each one
working for the betterment of the
program.
One of the new committees in
the Professional Development
Committee, whose members are
Vicki Cash, Dawn Smolinske,
Mary Jane Navin, and Madeline
Pollard. Their purposes are to
develop job file, study manpower
development in the honor service
and to maintain guidance school
linkage.
The Direct Service Committee
is another committee, whose
members are Jake Calhous, Jill
Cookingham, Judy Calhous,
Diane Dolan, Maureen Hanley,
and Chris Dickmeyer. Their
goals are to coordinate social
work student volunteer efforts
only, perform student-committee
activity linkage functions, and to
help develop field placement and
summer money paying job opportunity.
Another committee is the
Educational Activities Committee whose members are Jake
Alkire, Madeline Pollard, Bonnie
Gheen, and Sue Rible. This
group, which meets bi-monthly,
hopes to achieve library
acquisitions,
audiovisual
development,
plans
and
disseminate conference
material, and curriculum

development. "This committee
will also be responsible for
selecting social work books that
will be beneficial to the students
and their work," stated George
Stonikinus.
The Program Activity Committee, whose members are
Tricia McCaddin and Vivien
Bianchi, are responsible for the
conference activities, publicrelations, program publications
and manual development.
The last committee, which is
Admissions, has already started
planning and working for next
year. Their purpose is to let new
majors know exactly what the
social work department offers
and lets the student then decide if
this is the work she wants to
continue in.
"Although the other committees have not yet met as a
group," said George Stonikinus,
"each one will be planning and
setting up activities for the fall
semester." "One of the main
goals of these committees,"
commented George, "is to formulate a linkage with the other
departments, such as the
English, Art, History, and
others." In doing this he hopes to
produce a closer linkage with the
other educational resources
needs and use them to increase
the quality of the social work
department.

Senior Becky Truxell
To Give Art Lecture
The life and works of Antoni
Coronet
Gaudi,
Spanish
Architect, will be discussed by
Senior Art major Becky Truxell
in a lecture to be presented on
Monday, March 10, at 7:30 p.m.
in Bedford Auditorium.
Gaudi, whose life spanned the
years from 1852 to 1926, had many
interesting theories and unique
architectural style. Gaudi, known
for his work, the Sagrada
Familia in Barcelona, Spain, is
also famous for his mosaics of
object trauves and for a profusion
of fantasy in biological ornamentation.
Becky is presenting her lecture
as a final project for Independent
Study in Art History. She commented that she is the first art
major to present such a lecture.
Becky has been working on this
project as an independent study
project, for several months and
her advisor is Dr. Elisabeth L
Flynn, Associate Professor of Ait
History. According to Becky,
students are becoming more
interested in Art History, and
this type of independent study is
encouraged.
Becky is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Truxell and

she is from Sta union. Beck) is a
1971 graduate of Robert E. LM
High School. Her plans for the
future
include
attending
graduate school and Becky's
ultimate goal is to pursue a
career in the field of advertising.
Students, as well as the public,
are cordially invited to attend
Becky's lecture.
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Miss Longwood Pageant Saturday Night

Fifteen Longwood College
students will be competing in the
Miss Longwood Pageant on
March 8. The theme of the
pageant is "Evening on
Broadway" and the contestants
will feature an array of Broadway hits. The contestants will be
competing in bathing suit
competition, evening gowns, and
street attire. A three minute
presentation of some type of
talent is also required of the
contestants.
Connie Sue Cline
Connie Sue Cline is an
Elementary Education major
from Portsmouth. She has
worked with the Student Union
and Oktoberfest. Connie also
modeled in the Fall Fashion
Show.
Marian Bernice Coles
Marian Bernice Coles is a
junior Elementary Education
major from Virginia Beach, who
is also minoring in Psychology.
She was a 1973 Colleague and on
the Junior Varsity Tennis Team.
She has earned the Dean's List
and was a Klown in the 1973
Oktoberfest.
Maud y Crisp
A sophomore, pre-nursing
major, Mandy Crisp is from
Mountville, South Carolina. She
is a member of the Longwood
Company of Dancers and has
worked in Oktoberfest. She was a
representative to the Mardi Gras
Court last spring and a
Colleague. Mandy is currently
serving as class representative to
Judicial Board.
Ann Burns Gray
Ann Burns Gray is a
sophomore from Roanoke who is
majoring
in
Elementary
Education. She is a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, has
made the Dean's list, and was
Colleague.
Gwen Elise Haymaker
A freshman, Gwen Elise
Haymaker from Lynchburg, is a
member of Delta Zeta sorority
and has not yet declared her
major.
Nancy Blair Jeff ers
Nancy Blair Jeffers is a
Business Education Major from
Richmond. She is a member of
the Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority.

Nancy was a Colleague and is
also a member of the Longwood
Company of Dancers.
Melissa Latrobe Johnston
Junior, Melissa Johnston, is a
Speech and Dramatic Arts Major
from Petersburg. She is a
member of the Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority and a member of
the Alpha Psi Omega Honorary.
She was a Colleague and also
competed in the Miss Longwood
Pageant in 1973.
Mary Garnett Mayberry
Mary Garnett Mayberry is a
sophomore Pre-nursing major
from Lynchburg. She was
secretary of her Freshman Class
and was also a Colleague. She is a
member of the Zeta Tau Alpha
Sorority.
Jill Moyer
Freshman, Jill Moyer, is a
Home Economics major from
Lynchburg. She is a member of
the Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority.
Patricia Lee Nuchols
Patricia Lee Nuchols is a
Freshman
Elementary
Education Major from Richmond. She is a member of the
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority.
Rhonda Russell
Sophomore, Rhonda Russell, is
from Richmond. She is a PreDental Hygiene major and was a
Colleague.
Carla Van Fossen
Carla Van Fossen is a junior
Elementary Education Major
from Crozet. She was a 1973
Klown and is a member of the
I^ongwood Company of Dancers.
Debra Dare Wilkensen
Junior, Debra Dare Wilkenson
is a Math Major from Scottsburg.
She is a member of the Sigma
Kappa Sorority.
Sandra Kay Williams
Sandra Kay Williams is a
junior Art Major from Farmville.
She is a member of the Longwood
Company of Dancers and the
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority.
Sandra was crowned Miss FiveCounty Fair of 1973 and was a
Colleague.
Teresa Manyeene Wood
Teresa Manyeene Wood is a
History Major from Monroe. She
has made the Dean's list and is a
member of the Zeta Tau Alpha

Purpose Of LC Foundation
The
longwood
College
Foundation was organized to
provide a private source of
financial assistance that would
assist Ixmgwood College in those
areas of need in which State
funds were not available or could
not be committed. These areas of
need would add quality to
existing programs or initiate new
programs that would benefit the
entire college community. It is
stated in Paragraph 2 (a) of the
Articles of Incorporation, "to aid,
strengthen, and extend in every
proper and useful manner the
work, service, and objectives of
logwood College now located in
Farmville. Virginia, and to

develop, strengthen, and utilize the coming year it will assist
the ties of interest and sympathy students who qualify for the
between longwood College and proposed rotating loan fund. The
its alumnae, faculty, friends, and Foundation also participates in
others throughout the world."
supporting programs of a
The current role of the Foun- cultural nature that would not
dation is to encourage the otherwise be available, which not
faculty, through grants, to im- only benefit the students but are
prove their classroom instruction open to the public.
or to assist them in continued
There are four areas in which
study and research to enhance the Foundation directly aids the
their own effectiveness. The students. These areas are
Foundation also endeavors to through loans, scholarships,
assist in attracting student lectures by eminent scholars, and
scholars and assist current by supplying teaching material.
students in financial emergency Currently, there are twenty-five
situations where their academic members in the Foundation
progress is being mainta'jied at Board.
an acceptable level. Hopefully, in

Sorority.
There are five judges for the
pageant. One is Mr. Al Mateza
who judged here last year and
has also judged the preliminaries
to the Miss Virginia Pageant.
Mrs. Fae Christianson, from
Roanoke, is another judge. She
has also judged here before and
has worked with the Miss
Virginia Pageant. Mr. and Mrs.
Bowles, also judges, are from
Roanoke. Mr. Stuart Petree,
from Richmond, is another
judge. He has also judged the
Tobacco Festival.
The first place winner will
receive a scholarship of $500.00,
and a $300.00 scholarship goes to
the second place contestant. A
scholarship of $150.00 is awarded
to the contestant coming in third
place. A "Miss Congeniality" will
also be selected from the contestants.
Beth Reese is the General
Chairman of the Pageant, the
director is Nan Turner, and the
producer is Debbie Carter.
Harvey Hudson from Richmond
is the Master of Ceremonies and
the entertainment will be
provided by Bob Benter from D.
C. He will be accompanied by the
"Highty-Tighties" from Virginia
Tech. '
Sally Chewning, the 1974 Miss
I/mgwood, will crown the winner,
who is automatically a contestant
in the Miss Virginia Pageant.

\felunteen
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ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
Extends Best Wishes
To The
Miss Longwood Contestants

Students Can Help Improve Efficiency
Of Dining Hall Staff And Waitresses
By ANITA RIVARD
Students often wonder, complain, and ask questions about
various aspects concerning the
operation of the dining hall. This
is understandable when one
considers that a large portion of
the students' total boarding fees
goes into feeding them. The cost
of food is only part of the overall
expenses Slater must deal with,
and there are a number of ways
that the students may help to
economize and cut costs in many
areas.
Linda Dobyns, vice-chairman
of Residence Board, is that
board's link with the dining hall.
She talked to The Rotunda last
week and expanded on some of
the problems and expenses that
have recently been encountered.
Linda also had some suggestions
to pass along to the students that
could affect the operation of the
dining hall.
One perpetual expense is the
fresh flowers placed on the tables
each week. According to Linda,
these cost $60 per week. Although
they are not a necessity, the
money saved by discontinuing
this practice would not be
noticeable. Linda commented
that this money "probably
wouldn't be allocated for
anything else," and she explained that it would only amount
to a fraction of a cent per student
per meal.
Candles placed on the tables for
special occasions are also a slight
additional expense. The overall
cost for these candles cannot
accurately
be
estimated.
However, these are items that
could easily be reused if the
students would not remove them
from the tables.
The removal and breakage of
dishes also adds up to a large
amount of money spent. An effort
has been made to encourage
students to return dishes and
silverware to the dining hall.
Linda estimates that approximately $120 from each
student's yearly fees goes toward
the replacement of these items.
The menu itself is a topic for
questions. Linda told this
reporter that Slater takes regular
polls among the students, but few
students participate. These polls
are placed on the tables and are
therefore readily available to the
students. However, only about
200 students responded to the last
poll taken. Linda emphasized
that this poll is taken into consideration by Slater, and she
added that another poll is soon to
be taken.
It would appear that the dining
hall has run out of food on occasion. This problem stems from
the students, not the dining hall
personnel. There was a great
number of students who did not
sign up for a table at the beginning of the semester — students
who eat most of their meals in the
dining hall like everyone else.
Then, there are students who
have signed up to occupy a table,
but rarely do. Although a regular
count is taken, taking into consideration what is on the menu,

Ah, a praying mantis!
It has the outward
appeansftce of being

religious

the students mentioned above
may very well account for the
shortage problem. Yes, even
those students who have signed
up but do not attend add to the
problem. This is because the
count is affected by their not
showing up. When these 'unexpected' students do attend a
meal, a shortage of food is bound
to occur.
With respect to seconds, Linda
suggests that students give the
waitress an idea of how many
students at each table actually
desire seconds. This will make
her job easier and will also
prevent so much food from being
wasted.
While there are some items of
food that may be taken from the
dining hall, students should not
remove large quantities of those
items. Doris Boitnott, Chairman
of Residence Board, said that
students may be asked to return
these food items if they are seen
attempting to take excessive
amounts.
The removal of food in excess
amounts is always a problem
during exams and just prior to
spring break. The situation also
becomes a problem when
members
of
various
organizations try to obtain the
main ingredient for a 'Rice
Krispies' sale from the dining
hall. These cereals cost several
dollars a case, and it is not
unusual for $10-15 worth to be
taken from the dining hall within
a week's time.
Waitresses Need Cooperation
It should be evident that there
are many ways that the students
can help things run more
smoothly in the dining hall. This
includes not only economizing,
but being of help to the
waitresses.
One problem many waitresses
encounter is the students at their
tables lingering after meals and
thus, 'being in the way' when the
waitress is trying to clean up.
Complaints are often heard from
the waitresses because this may
cause them to be late to a class or
meeting that they, like any other
student, may need to attend
immediately after a meal. Some
students leave their table only to
stand in the aisles and talk to
friends. This is also a nuisance to
the waitresses who are attempting to clear their tables and
carry their heavy and bulky trays
to the kitchen.
Waitresses who have classes up
until lunch must come into the
dining hall earlier in the morning
and set up their tables for lunch.
Many times when they return to
serve lunch, items such as dishes,
glasses, and silver have been
taken from the tables during
More Could Be Saved
More than 110,000 Americans who will die of cancer this
year might have been saved
with earlier diagnosis and
prompt treatment. Fight cancer with an annual health
checkup and a generous check
to support the American Cancer Society's programs of research, education, and service.
The mantis painfully slaughters
and devours anything in sight.
Li ice Man.

Like AAan

c>^

breakfast. Often, dirty dishes
have been left on the tables.
Students could help by not taking
dishes off of tables that have been
set up for another meal, and by
removing all dishes used at
breakfast.
Waitresses have many complaints when it comes to students'
cooperation (or lack of it). Their
basic complaint is that other
students are just not considerate
of them. The total operation of
the dining hall could be greatly
improved if only the students
would be more considerate of
their waitresses, more helpful,
and more thoughtful.
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Student Lawyers
The following are members of the Student
Active Counseling Committee. The purpose of
this committee is to advise and assist students
accused of Judicial and-or Residence Board
violations. If such assistance is needed, please
contact the following people:
Gay Harrington
Beth Hatch
Martha Morris
Beth Rafferty
Ellen Reed
Maureen Ryan

392-5603
392-8318
392-5707
392-9245
392-5904
392-9210

The Tour Of The Musical "Park"
Includes Out-()f-State Showing
Sunday, March 16, will set the
launching date for Longwood's
touring production, which this
year will consist of the musical
"Park," as directed by Mr.
Dudley Suave, faculty member of
the Speech and Dramatic Arts
Department.
"Park," in short, is a play
concerned with a family's effort
to attain closeness and interpersonal relationships which
they feel have been lacking in
their lives. Thus, a park forms
the setting as they make a last
desperate, but extremely unique
attempt at finding a solution to
their problems, and lack of
communication within the family
unit.
Cast in the two male parts are
Hampden Sydney students John
Clegg, and Bill Ferguson, and
the female leads are portrayed
by Longwood's Carol Scott, and
Jacqula Singleton. The stage
manager and person responsible
for setting up the touring
schedule is Connie Prillaman,
and the instrumentation in the
form of two guitars will be
provided by Al Main and Bo
Turner. Dr. Robert Blasch, of the
music Department will provide
assistance in working with the
singers and two guitarists.
The tour will consist of stops at
various High Schools, and range
in distance travelled from the
Farvmille area, to Wilmington,
Delaware. The schedule will take
place as follows: Sunday, March
16, there will be one definite
performance at 8:00 p.m., in the
Studio Theatre at Longwood,
whereby "everyone can sit on
the floor to provide enough
room"
stated
Mr. Suave,
continuing," and we may run it
twice if we get a large enough
audience," Monday, March 17,
will ieature a 10:00 p.m. show at
Nottoway High School, in Nottoway County in the proximity of
Crewe, and March 18, Tuesday, is
listed for tenative performances
in Appomattox, and possibly
Roanoke. Thursday the 20, will
star performances in Highland
Springs and Huguenot High
Schools in Richmond. The
following week, starting with
Monday, the 24, there will be a

9:00 a.m. performance at
Western Branch in Chesapeake
and an 11:00 a.m. performance at
Cox High School in Virginia
Beach, the 25 will present a show
at the McClain High School in
northern Virginia, and the 26 will
close with a feature in Concord
High School, in Wilmington,
Delaware.
Mr. Suave, on commenting as
to why he chose "Park" for the
school's touring musical, stated
that "There actually were
several reasons. Initially, I was
looking for a musical which could
be done in an hour, and I was able
to cut "Park" down to that time
limit. Secondly, I wanted a
musical with a small cast, and
lastly I wanted a production
which would not require an orchestra." As to why a musical
was chosen, Mr. Suave stated
simply that "High School
students appreciate a musical."
The reason for the desired
smallness of cast and required
instruments was, Mr. Suave said
"due to the fact that we are expected to travel in one station
wagon with all our equipment,
which is the reason I'm using two
guitars instead of, for example, a
piano." This also proved to be the
reason for the limitations placed
on the set, which will be kept to a
minimum, consisting of set
pieces rather than scenery, and
be largely representational instead of realistic, for example, a
box will serve as a rock, and four
chairs will take the place of the
two park benches.
"Park," will be Mr. Suave's
second touring experience, the
first of which was "Whispers on
the Wind," which attained exposure within an approximate
two hour radius of longwood, up
to and including Cox High School
in Virginia Beach. Comparing the
two plays, Mr. Suave claimed
that" 'Park' is a more mature
play than 'Whispers on the
Wind* ", and that "different
types of High Schools will give
different reactions to the performances we give, for example
Cox was a joy of an audience,
while Prince Edward was so
unruly that the play had to be
stopped!"

Mr. Suave hoped that in the
future, the touring radius for the
productions would continue to
increase, as some schools do
travel great distances with their
musicals, the Hampden Sydney
Glee Club, of which for example,
tours a distance up to and including New York. The main
reason for his great approval of
these tours however, takes form
in the fact that, as Mr. Suave
stated "its really good publicity
and promotion for Ixmgwood, and
actually, its also a really good
experience for the kids!"

Hoard Of \ isilors
(Continued from Page I)
then that the Board is not as
swayed by the field of education
as everyone else associated with
Ijongwood.
Another state-supported
women's college in Virginia is
Mary Washington College. ThenBoard of Visitors (known as The
Hector and Visitors of Mary
Washington College) is made up
of eight women and only four
men. Seven of the eight women
are alumnae. In addition, two
members are from out of state.
Persons from outside the state of
Virginia also serve on the hoard
of Visitors for other statesupported colleges and universities. Radford College, much
like Ixmgwood in that it began as
a State Normal and Industrial
School for Women, has as its
rector an individual from
Delaware and another member is
from Georgia. It would seem that
since I/mgwood's campus is so
obviously
populated
with
students from out of state, there
should be non-Virginians serving
on the Board of Visitors.
Since the Board of Visitors is
chosen by the Governor, there is
really little the students can do.
The present Board of Visitors
seem to be qualified to hold thenpositions and the Board as a
whole
is
well-rounded.
IxMigwood, however, is growing
and changing rapidly. Since it
appears that we will remain a
single-sex institution,
technically, for some time in the
future, an effort should be made
to make the Board of Visitors
predominately female. And,
since great effort has been made
in recent years to recruit
students from states north of
Virginia, it would be feasible to
consider appointing members to
the Board from those areas.
Although it is ultimately the
decision of the Governor and
Cieneral Assembly, perhaps the
Alumnae Association could make
these suggestions on behalf of the
students.
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Guest Poetry

Full House At "Apple
Tree" - Brought Hilarity
Economic depression? Midsemester exam blues? Not
Saturday night in Jarman
Auditorium as The Apple Tree
brought a full house to belly
laughs. No doubt the quantity of
belly and bosom on stage added
to the hilarity, but the production
earned its applause.
The Apple Tree was mainly
just plain funny. Courage is
needed in these regions to collect
orchestra and singers for
a musical farce, but Director
liOtkwood, Conductor McCray
and the cast managed it well. The
play, actually a trilogy of shorter
pieces, is light bawdy farce and
the production missed few of its
opportunities for hamming up the
one-liners and visual gags. The
result was a grand mix of sexy
sentimentality, opera bouffe, and
costume comedy.
The production used a space
back stage and brightly colored
props and costumes. Iiess was
more, and the simplicity of the
design put the proper emphasis
on the cast. Adam's tree in the
garden looked more like a mutant
palm from Bimini Atoll, but the
rest of the staging, including
movie projection effects, was
reasonably sophisticated and
effective.
The first play, "The Diary of
Adam and Eve," had the most
problems. It was long and had
unforgivable pretensions to
serious sentimentality. Adam,
played by Bill Ferguson, was
lumpishly dour and stilted at the
beginning, but as the act continued his pacing improved
enormously. His levis did not
make him appear entirely
casual, for he had to provide the
straight-man's wretched jokes as
a foil to Don Reid's suave,
tuxedoed Snake. Reid's voice
cracked on a few high notes, but
reptiles have awkward split
tongues. Reid excused himself
with better performances in the
following acts.
Karen Kimbrough was a
surgery Eve. Wearing levis and a
sweater, she played Eve as a
sweet young coed with a syrupy
affection for birds, beasts, and
her own children. Although she
seemed just the ingenue for a
shampoo commercial, her
singing and bright eyed energy
carried much of the act. 'Tis sad
she had to die before Adam appreciated her, but one had to be
glad for any way out of such thick
goo.
The Ixidy and the Tiger" was
pure romantic costume foolery.

Can a Princess of Araby marry a
commoner? No, and he must
suffer fabulous judgment from
the King her father: choosing
between unmarked doors hiding
on one hand miserable death
(Ann Whitaker in a tiger suit)
and on the other hand a yearning
playmate (Eileen Foutch in an
houri's negligible negligee).
Needless to say, Princess Susan
Brinkley herself has trouble
choosing between slaying her
lover or marrying him off to her
competition. King Tom Cantieri
was superb in this ham's opera,
but it was Princess Brinkley's
sultry song "I've Got What You
Want" which stole the show.
"Mamamia," said one professor
known for his indifference to
Higher Drama. Add to this a
chorus of servant belly dancers
and guards, and you can at least
be sure the cast hasn't had time
for sunbathing.
The final play was a Cinderella
fantasy of grotesque motivations.
Frumpish chimney sweep
Melissa Johnston opens the act
with pathos worthy of Carol
Burnett. The stage is bare except
for her chimney and the gigantic
television set before which she
feeds her dreams at night. As you
might guess, her good fairy
godmother (with some retinajolting lighting effects) grants
some fantasy fulfillment. Mere
prose can not do justice to Miss
Johnston's metamorphosis, but
Mark Eden would have been
awed. Passionella, obviously
unable to return to her narrow
chimney, moves on to Celluloid
Success. Miss Johnston's singing
fortunately survived these
frontal indignities.
Passionella's problems now
turn metaphysical. Can happiness be found wearing a
Cadillac front bumper? Her
Hero, a Super Rock And Roll sort,
teaches her that being hip and
honest is better than bosomy
inflation. Frank Spruce gave his
best performance yet with this
transister satire. Passionella
goes Poof and returns to her
prosaic sooty life before
liberation. True love is her
reward, for it seems Super Hero
was really just a transformed
Average Joe too.
In other words, the plots were
pure sugar and spice; American
musicals rarely try for more.
What was more important, the
cast and the orchestra seemed to
be enjoying themselves, and the
audience loved it. Spry staging,
good music and song: let us hope
for more.

On that night not so long ago
Calling ourselves the Freshman 8
We decided to tour the campus rather late
Merely to raise our classes spirit high
And not for the purpose of mocking CHI
IJervous, excited and freezing cold
In red-checked blankets we felt quite bold
Lined up and be-do eked we achieved rare form
To begin cur !' walk " at .feeler Dorm
With heanies and a whistle to awaken those in bed
he rang of our

l!

belief " as we lowered our heads.

Trudging on from there and not in step
Cur little group arrived at Cox still full of PEP
And it was

,!

nighty watch " that we met here

But not once did they stop us as we had feared
From 3ox to btubbs and down Lankf orh Mali
*vfe ran and hoped we wouldn't fall
Urged on by the Freshman, we walked for the Cunninghams
Many thought us ::iis«Te and some thought of us as jams
It war at this Lime we disbanded to catch our breath
h'eeding to finish before we froze to death
At French and Tabb we hurrialy met
But the Colonade halk here got i4rs. Crdough upset
It was not our intention to be a disgrace
However we were misjudged in everyone's haste
Our intention was innocent we *-isi

to state

Respectfully Submitted, The Freslouan Eight.
I^yrir. Sullivan
Gwen Goggin

Representatives Of The
Freshman 8

Dr. Voegelin To Speak At H.S. On

FOR THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

March 11- "History To Humanity"

IN FLOWERS CALL

r

L^arter s ^riower
ower S^ho
On* Block From Hotpiul

711 West 3rd St.
Phone 392-3151
Farmville, Va. 23901

Assorted Sorority Jewelry
Lavalicrs-Rings-Pins
Charms And Seals

Farmville, Va. Phone 392-4904

HAMPDEN-SYDNEY - Eric Wissenschaft, Politik and Gnosis. presented in the Parents &
Dr. Voegelin's lecture, 'From Friends Lounge at 7:30 p.m. The
Voegelin, Henry Salvatori
History
to Humanity,' will be public is invited to attend.
Distinguished Scholar, The
Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution and Peace, Stanford,
California, will be speaking at
Hampden-Sydney College on
March 11 under the auspices of
the University Center in Virginia,
Kami * ill*'. \ a.
Incorporated, Dr. Voegelin has
been on the faculties of the
University of Munich, I>ouisiana
State University, University of
SORORITY JEWELRYAlabama, Bennington College,
Harvard University, and the
University of Vienna.
The following are the most
recent of his many books:
Sciencel Politics, and Gnosticism,
Anamnesis, Zur Theorie der
Geschichte
and
Politik,

Cumbey Jewelers
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America's 12 Worst Movies
Of The Year Are Compiled
By SAM HAMM
Compiling a list of the year's
twelve worst films is, as a rule
considerably easier than compiling a list of the year's twelve
best — simply because there are
more bad films than good. Still,
there are certain rules which
must be followed.
Genuinely awful films should
be avoided; no one is interested
in an article which lists Black
Lolita, Sugar HOI, Fists of the
Dragon and Gator Bait as the
worst pictures of 1974. The whole
idea of a twelve-worst list is to
generate controversy if not ill
will; therefore, the ideal twelveworst candidate is a film which
has proven its box-office
potential, as well as its popularity
with certain audiences. If
possible, it should have been on
Judith Crist's ten-best list. The
more staunch supporters it has,
the better.
This excludes from consideration those huge box-office
successes which are selfevidently bad. The Trial of Billy
Jack, S-P-Y-S, Man With the
Golden Gun, Macon County Line,
and all disaster pictures are
prime examples of films which
are not good enough for the
twelve-worst list (though
Towering Inferno almost sneaked
on by virtue of its marvelous
special effects — e.g., Faye
Dunaway's wardrobe).
The true twelve-worst pictures
should be bad in insidious or,
even better, subversive ways; it
can
have
outstanding
cinematography or acting, or an
exceptional screenplay; in fact,
you can conceivably have a
splendid time watching it. But it
is crucially flawed. Hence, the
following official Declaration list
of the year's dozen worst:
1. Peter Bogdanovich's Daisy
Miller — The casting of Cybill
Sheperd as Henry James' willful
heroine is the sort of thing that
happens only once in a generation
— like Krakatoa, or the Siberian
meteorite. Bogdanovich's skill at
manipulating audience responses
certainly qualifies him as the
Pavlov of the American cinema;
on this outing he borrows the
surface elements of the James
novella, neglects the underpinnings, and comes up with a
mock-elegant Classics Comic.
2 John Boorman's Zardov — A
Victorian morality play in the
garb of a science-fiction Loony
Tune, Zardoz is the sort of film
that's impossible to describe
without making it sound more
interesting than it it is. Sean
Connery plays Zed, a 26th century savage who rouses a tribe of
emotionless
women
(the
"apathetics") to a state of sexual
frenzy with a single drop of his
sweat. Zardoz himself is a great
stone head fond of making
pronouncements about guns,
penises, and their relative
values.
3. Robert Aldrich's The
Longest Yard — "Let's-put-on-ashow-in-the-barn" is here updated to "Let's-put-on-a-football-

game-in-the-prison"
with
disastrous results. The most
interesting thing about this
brutal, numbskulled, offensive
comedy (starring Butt Reynolds
and directed by UVa grad Robert
Aldrich) is the effect it has on
Charlottesville audiences; more
than once, at the Friday-night
showing I attended, I was concerned for my safety. Literally.
4. Karel Reisz's The Gambler
— James Caan is quite good as
Axal Freed, a literature
professor who owes the mob
$44,000 in back gambling debts.
Unfortunately, the James Toback
script is a pretentious mishmash
of absurd generalizations about
the gambler's urge. Toback has
one idea — gamblers like to lose
— and smears it in the audience's
face for two long hours pausing
only to insert relevant lectures on
Dostoevsky and William Carlos
Williams. The casting of Lauren
Hutton as Caan's girlfriend has
to be the result of a pact with the
devil.
5. Mel Brooks' Blazing Saddles
— Blazing Saddles is the sort of
ugly, desperate comedy that's
always on its feet shouting about
how funny it is. The photography
and direction are inept, and the
gags are for the most part stale
and poorly timed. Most of it is
bad enough to make you feel
guilty for laughing at the few
genuinely funny parts.
Young Frankenstein was far,
far better.
6. Paul Morrissey's Andy
Warhol's Frankenstein —
Omitting this from the list would
be a snub to its makers.
Frankenstein won out over
Dracula by dint of its having been
released in 3-D.
7. Sam Peckinpah's Bring Me
the Head of Alfredo Garcia - It
seems Peckinpah is now such an
institution that he feels he can
parody himself — mercilessly.
After The Getaway and Pat
Garrett & Billy the Kid, Head is
only one more step in the vertiginous decline of a major
director.
8. Sidney Linnet's Murder on
the Orient Express — Fourteen
aging stars wink their way
though his preposterous Agatha
Christie
one-liner
about
mysterious doings on a
snowbound train. To enjoy this
one, you've got to shut yourself
down completely; it's mostly
embarrassing or boring, though
Vanessa Redgrave is quite nice,
and Albert Finney does an ex-
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traordinary impersonation of
Belgian sleuth Hercule Poirot.
Don't be looking for period
flavor, though.
9. Sidney Poitier's Uptown
Saturday Night — A magnificent
lineup of black comedy stars is
totally helpless against Poitier's
crippling direction. Harry
Belafonte's Brando imitation —
he plays Geechie Dan, a black
Godfather — is somehow
evocative of those pictures of
Korean children the charitable
organizations like to run on TV.
10. Stanley Donen's The Little
Prince — Antoine de St.
Exupery's fragile fable about a
downed jet pilot and an interplanetary toddler turns to
soup in this silly musical adaptation, with songs — and cute
ones! — by Lerner and Loewe,
Gene Wilder and Bob Fosse offer
momentary relief.
11. Mike Hodges' The Terminal
Man — Hodges attempts to
satirize the science fiction genre
by reproducing, with loving
fidelity, all of its faults and none
of its virtues. Unfortunately,
there's noting pointed or funny or
even suspenseful about it; The
Interminable Man might have
been a better title.
12. Bob Fosse's Lenny Lenny is
a colossal lie from the word go.
It's fine for what it is, but what it
is isn't good enough. Julian
Barry's script makes Lenny into
an all-purpose folk hero —
martyr, completely ignoring his
nasty, acrid temper, his obsessive qualities, and — most
unforgivable — his unique sense
of humor. Albert Goldman's
brilliant biography Ladies and
Gentlemen — Lenny Bruce
contains enough good scenes for
ten movies, but they won't be
found in Barry's script. Dustin
Hoffman can't quite manage
Bruce's monologue style, and has
no grasp of I>enny's internalized
evil. Valerie Perrine is impressive as Lenny's stripper
wife, and the film's technical
qualities are exciting, but Lenny
itself is a shuck — a bigger joke
on the public than any Bruce ever
managed.

Colleges In The Newi,
(Continued from Page 1)
however, the new pledges won't
have full rights and privileges,
Under college rules, none of them
may live in the sorority house or
visit it past 11 p.m. on weekdays
or 2 a.m. on weekends.

Double Feature
"Snoopy Come Home"
"Boy Named Charlie Brown"
FRIDAY AT 7:30
SATURDAY AT 2:30 AND 7:30
SUNDAY AT 7:30
75

IN JEFFERS

Swimming And Diving Team
Take State Honors
The State Swimming and
Diving Meet was held at VCU,
Feb. 28 and March 1, 1975. The
colleges with teams were split
into two divisions. Those schools
with a student body over 3,000 —
division 1, and those schools with
a student body under 3,000 —
division 2. Longwood College
competed against division 2
schools only; Mary Washington
(who
won
the
meet),
Westhampton, Randolph-Macon
W.C., and Hollins. IiOngwood
finished in 4th place in division 2
with a total of 39 points over
Hollins college who had 9 points.
Even though Longwood College
did not come in first in the meet,
the team picked up several
honors. Pam Walker, swam the
50 yard Breaststroke in 37.2
seconds, in the preliminaries,
Saturday. She set the new State
Record with her time, and it was
not broken in the Finals,
Saturday afternoon.
The following swimmers and
divers placed in the finals. Our
Medley relay team (Cathy Holt,
Cheryl Hammond, Sally Hoffmaster, and Pam Walker) placed
fourth with a time of 2:13.5; their
fastest for the season. Pam
Walder placed third 11:22.5) and
Sue Turner placed fourth 11:24.9)
in the 100 yard Breaststroke.
Both of their times were their
fastest for the season. Sally
Hoffmaster placed fourth in the
100 yard Backstroke with a time
of 1:16.1; her fastest time this
season. Cathy Holt also improved
her time in the 100 yard Butterfly.

She placed sixth with a time of
1:19.6.
Pam Walker placed fifth in the
50 yard Breaststroke and Sue
Turner placed sixth with her
fastest time - 38.6 seconds.
Robin Wallmeyer placed third in
one meter diving, and Sally
Hoffmaster
placed
fifth.
Ix>ngwood placed in three of the
six places in the finals of the 50
yard Backstroke. Beryl Dixon
placed sixth with a time of 35.5,
Cathy Holt placed fifth with a
time of 35.3, and Sally Hoffmaster placed third with a time
of 33.4. This was Sally's best tune
for the season. Longwood's
Freestyle Relay Team placed
fourth with a time of 1:57.9. This
time is the team's fastest for the
year. Sally Boltz, Lin McVey,
and Cindy Moore also swam
several events and all three
improved their times.
Mrs. Price, Swimming coach,
said, "This swimming and diving
team deserves so much credit for
their achievements. There was
not one swimmer or diver on the
team who did not improve then
times or scores. They kept on
working toward this state meet
throughout the entire season with
determination. I was very
pleased with the team and the
places we won in the state meet!
They did a great job. I would also
like to thank Pam Walker who
assisted me in coaching for a
great job, and Audrey Griliches
who has been manager for three
years."

1975 LITERARY FESTIVAL SCHEDULE OF BVENT3
Date
Tuesday, Mar. 11

Time
3:30
7:30

Location
AEC Rooms
Jeffers

Wednesday, Mar, 12

1:00

Wygal

*

Thursday, Mar, 13

3:00
7:30

ABC Rooms
Jef f ere

°:^C

Jeffr PI

7:^3 a.m,

Banquet Hon.-'.

1 :oo

Jrffe pi

7 v

Jeffers

"YOUR HAPPY
SHOPPING
STORE"

THE ROTUNDA

: '0

Event
Reading by poet, Tom O'Qrady
Rending by visiting poet,
Dev Hathaway
Visiting Scholar, Be mart
Knox: "The Iliad of Homer*
Poetry and Fiction V/or\shop
Reading by novelist, George
rarrett. Reception to
follow
Fovif, "Frankenstein M^c1
the Space Monsl • rw
BE
breakfast followed by short*
tory r* ling by *>*• Jerr^
Prowi
Panne3 T)r r-u rrions " .at r
i ter *'
to V.-. ■"
ling b; roet, 7
nay
rt
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Wednesday, March 5, 1975

Faulkner, McCullers, 'Shakesqueer' |
Appear In COLONNADES Of The'50's
By KAREN FOSTER
For the first time since its
establishment, the Colonnades of
the first half of the 1950's carried
enough appropriate material to
be considered a "Literary"
magazine. Although one still has
to wade through several fathoms
of cartoons and so called
features, to get to the good
material, enough critical articles
were printed to give the
magazine an air of literary value.
The November, 1951 Colonnade
featured "letters from Virginia
Poets." The magazine's poetry
editor had contacted a number of
Virginia poets, asking them
'which of their poems they liked
best and why." Those who
responded were Nancy Byrd
Turner
of Ashland,
Julia
Johnson Davis, Josephine
Johnson of Norfolk, Ruby Altizer
Roberts of Christiansburg, Mary
Stinton Leitch and I<eigh Hanes
of Roanoke. Most of these poets
are represented in the library.
This same issue reviewed two
books b> Virginia authors: Isabel
Dunn's Maria And The Captain
and Sunday In Virginia and Other
Poems by (lertrude Clayton.
Of Mrs. Dunn's novel, the
reviewer says that the author
"decided that there had been
interesting Southern girls since
Margaret Michell's Scarlett
O'Hara, and that some people
south of the Mason Dixon line
were not quite so sensational as
those pictured by Erskine
(aldwell. Therefore, she wrote
Maria And The Captain, a
delightful novel which captures
all the charm of modern day
Richmond."
Three years later, the Colonnade published a number of

articles pertaining to Virginia
and Virginians. One was called,
"Young Virginians of Distinction," and interviewed a novelist
from Newport News, William
Styron, author of Lie Down In
Darkness at the age of 26. Mr.
Styron comments on the influence of Joyce, Fitzgerald and
Flaubert upon his work, but the
New Republic pointed out that
"Faulkner seems to have had a
liberating effect on Styron's
imagination." The reviewer
notes that one of the paragraphs
in Lie Down In Darkness is fiftytwo pages long.
"Carson McCullers: A New
literary Talent" was the topic
for an article in May, 1953. The
author writes, "Miss McCullers
is a pleasant moon-faced young
woman of 34 who wears bangs.
She was born in Columbus,
Georgia, and began writing at the
early age of sixteen. Of her first
literary effort, a drama, she
says: "At that phase, my ideal
was Eugene O'Neill, and this
early masterpiece was thick with
incest, lunacy and, murder. After
that, I dashed off a few more
plays, a novel, and some rather
queer poetry that no one could
make out, including the author."
Another essay examines
"Faulkner and the Racial
Problem." (March, 1954). The
writer states that "although
many novelists have approached
(racial
intolerance
and
segregation) William Faulkner
has probably treated it in the
most realistic manner. The
tension in Faulkner's stories is
probably greatest when he is
treating the Negro problem."
She concludes with, "In more
than twenty years of writing,

Faulkner has taken a long and at
times rather uncomfortable
journey of self education. He
began with a complacent acceptance of Southern predjudices and has attained a great
deal of respect and sympathy for
the Negro. The change in
Faulkner's attitude is a record of
growth in moral awareness
through his works. He cannot be
said to have evolved on actual
stand or solution to the racial
problem, but has approached it in
a realistic, thought-provoking
manner as an artist rather than a
protagonist. This has helped to
make his novels intense and
timely as well as works of art."
In another vein was "As You
Take It," an "adaptation from a
play by William Shakesqueer."
(That's what the thing says.)
Dramatis personae are: "Dukeliving
in
bewilderment,
Frederick-his brother and the
Duke's father's other son, Jock-a
bit of all right, Ommano- a suitor
to — Filliam-a country fellow,
Gallstone-a gem in the rough,
Rosa-daughter of the bewildered
Duke, and Allame-a country
wench."
In the final scene, "Jock enters
smiling" and, quoth he, "All the
world's a woods, — And all the
men and women merely trees. .
." At the end he states, "The play
is always what you chose to make
it. Whether you like it depends on
how you take it," and with that,
exeunt Jock.

+

The American
Red Cross,
The Good
Neighbor.

r3rd

Annual Area
High School
Art €xhibif
Lancaster Library
LONGWODD COLL€G€
Worlds by students from:
Appomattox H.S.
Cumberland H. S.
Halifax Jr. H.S.
Nottoway Senior H.S.
Prince Coward Academy
Prince Cdward Co. H. S.

Literary Festival

1972. His special areas of study
(Continued from Page 1)
are Creative Writing, Linguistics
man's lost harmony with nature. and Film. Mr. Douglas enjoys
The influence of Thoreau's yacht design and sailing.
Walden on his poetry is strong.
Dr. Quentin Vest is from
Considered in its totality, his Alabama. He attended Birpoetry to date is an impressive mingham-Southern College for
dance of celebration. His style his B.A. and Vanderbilt for M.A.
is deliberately colloquial and and Ph. D. He has published
almost deceptively simple. His poems in Bittersweet, The Blue
poems have an immediately Guitar,
Vanderbilt Poetry
intelligible quality that makes Review, Roanoke Review, Green
him a very effective reader."
River Review, and most recently,
Mr. Hathaway has published in he will be represented in an
such reviews as Yes, Zahir, anthology called Contemporary
Roanoke Review and The Jef- Poets Of Virginia. Dr. Vest's
fersonian Review. His first book special areas of study are the
of poetry will be available at the writing and criticism of poetry,
Literary Festival where he will American Literature, Southern
not only present a reading, but literature, and Edgar Allen Poe
participate in the Workshop and and his influences. Dr. Vest has
Panel Discussion as well.
also won first prize in an
Three members of Longwood's Academy of American Poets
Department of English will also contest.
participate in next week's acSpecial This Year
tivities. Dr. Jerry Brown will
This year, those in charge of
read a short story, Mr. Otis the Literary Festival have
Douglas will take part in the planned several new approaches.
panel and Dr. Quentin Vest will Besides the usual readings, a
conduct the Workshop and workshop, movie and Breakfast
moderate the Panel.
Reading are being tried to enDr. Brown was born in Cof- courage an air of informality.
feeville, Alabama. He received a
The workshop will last for two
B.A. in Journalism and English and a half hours and is open to the
from Auburn University, M.A. in student body. Students may read
English from Hollins College and their fiction and poetry to those
Ph.
D. from Vanderbilt present for helpful criticism.
University. Having previously Participating wll be Dev
taught at Livingston University, Hathaway, George Garrett, Dr.
Middle
Tennessee
State Vest, and interested students.
University, and Aquinas Junior
The movie, "Frankenstein
College, he joined the Longwood Meets the Space Monster," will
faculty in 1972.
be shown at 9:30 in Jeffers
Dr. Brown received a Hollins Auditorium on Wednesday,
College
Creative Writing March 12, and admission is free.
Fellowship as well as a Van- Screen play writer, Garrett, will
derbilt Teaching Fellowship. His be on hand.
short story, "You Must Be
The final morning of the
Present To Win," was printed in Literary Festival will begin in the
Growing Up In America. < 1969) Banquet Room over breakfast,
Mr. Otis Douglas, a native of when Dr. Brown will present his
Oldhams, Virginia, received the reading. This session is open to
B.A. from the University of students and faculty. It will begin
Richmond, the M.A. from Auburn at 7:45.
University and the M.F.A. from
This year's panel discussion
the University of Iowa. He has will consider "What a Writer
taught at Northeast State College Needs to Know," including
in Alabama, at Old Dominion imagination, education, etc.
University, and at RapFor a complete listing of all of
pahannock Community College, the Literary Festival events, see
and has been at Longwood since the schedule.

Kiss And Be Felled: MonoCommon And Misunderstood
(CPS) — One of the most itself, producing sore throats,
common yet least understood fever, sweUing of the lymph and
diseases among college students neck glands and general fatigue.
is mononucleosis, according to a Lodging in the throat for
UCLA physician who sees many prolonged periods of tune, the
students with the disease.
virus releases fluid inStriking primarily between the termittently and unpredictably.
ages of 14 and 25 years of age,
American medical science has
mono affects many students, and not yet found an effective way to
last year struck 9 per cent of the combat it.
students at Yale in one of the
According
to
Sumaya,
heaviest college outbreaks.
however, as many as one-fourth
Despite that fact, mono is not of an average college student
very contagious, said Dr. Ciro body is immune to mono because
Sumaya who is currently working they were lucky enough to catch
on mononucleosis cases at it in childhood. As a childhood
UCLA's Student Health Center. disease, mono is rather impotent,
'It is a disease, not of room- passing itself off as a cold but
mates, but of suitemates,' he giving those who contact it an an
explainged. The mono virus early age lifetime immunity.
spreads primarily through
shared eating utensils, although
true to its 'kissing disease'
Tou're always
image, it can be spread through
saliva during long kisses.
welcome
A large majority of those
struck with it are able to continue
with their work. 'I tell students
that they can be physically active, but to avoid contact sports,'
said Dr. Karl Ullis, a colleague of
Sumaya's.
According to Ullis, the virus
NATIONAL BANK
may wait up to six weeks after
infection before it begins to show
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MARCH IS NATIONAL YOUTH ART MONTH

